
Clever Hans Hans really was clever

clever hounds

Clever Hans revisited

Numerical competence: many animals are 
capable of numeric discrimination

Example: rhesus macaque monkeys choose 
more treats, to a limit...

Macaques (and human infants) can do simple arithmetic!

Clever Hans revisited
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And what about dogs? What is cognition?

environment

information behaviour?

Cognition: the mechanisms by 
which an organism acquires, 
processes, stores and acts on 
information from the environment

• includes perception, learning, 
memory, decision-making

How can we study it?

Comparative cognition: study of the mechanisms, 
function and evolutionary origins of cognition across 
species; i.e., study of the minds of organisms

• experimental studies of animals 
in the lab and field
• observational studies of abilities 
in the natural environment
• development of abilities 
(including humans)
• comparisons between species
• phylogenetic approaches

Why count?

Numerical competence has 
adaptive benefits in American 
coots and New Zealand robins.



Tool use in New Caledonian crows

In the lab... ...and in nature

Interested?

BBC’s Animal Einsteins (coming in 2012)

PBS’s The Human Spark (aired in 2010)

PSYC 205* Intro to comparative cognition

PSYC 355* Comparative cognition

Sara Shettleworth

What does it all mean?

What makes humans unique?

• language

• tool use

• reasoning ability

• declarative memory

• planning for the future

• consciousness

• awareness/concept of self

• social cognition

• theory of mind

Jane Goodall

X

Interpreting animal minds

Morgan’s Canon

“In no case may we interpret an action as 
the outcome of the exercise of a higher 
mental faculty, if it can be interpreted as 
the outcome of one which stands lower 
in the psychological scale.”

C. Lloyd Morgan 1894

Problems:
• what is the psychological scale?
• what is meant by higher and lower here?
• does it assume a progressive evolutionary 
march towards humans?



What about evolutionary history? Domestication and dog cognition

G = gaze!
P = point
T = tap
C = control
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G = gaze
P = point

Domestication and dog cognition
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Dogs have an innate ability to follow human signals, 
regardless of age or rearing history. Wolves lack this 
ability, and surprisingly, so do chimpanzees.

Dogs have remarkable memories, too



Anthropomorphism vs. Anthropodenial

• other species share common 
ancestry with us, so we must share 
biological mechanisms with many of 
them (especially those closest to us)

• thus, in some cases, the simplest 
explanation may in fact be the 
anthropomorphic one... (i.e., that 
certain animal abilities analogous to 
our own are the result of similar 
cognitive processes)

 How are other species’ minds similar to ours?
How are they different?

Interpreting animal minds

Mar. 
2008

Aug.
2011

• the abilities of other species can only 
be described in terms of their functional 
similarities with human abilities and 
thought processes

• the underlying cognitive mechanisms 
can, and should, be studied without 
making any assumptions about what 
animals’ private (subjective) 
experiences are like

A word about intelligence A word about intelligence

Intelligence: refers to a domain general, global ability that is 
transferable across different situations or contexts

• unlike humans, the cognitive abilities of animals tend to be modular 
and/or domain-specific (e.g., spatial memory Clark’s nutcracker, ability of 
bowerbirds on a variety of problem-solving tasks)



“...we almost completely lack an ecology of intelligence.”
Kummer and Goodall 1985

However...

• across primate species, there are 
correlations in social learning, behavioural 
innovations, and tool use
• across bird species, there are correlations in 
behavioural innovations and tool use
• in both groups, there are correlations across 
species between learning ability and 
innovations

Thus, animal cognitive systems are not 
necessarily modular and domain-specific.

A shifting view

What makes humans unique?

• language

• tool use

• reasoning ability

• declarative memory

• planning for the future

• consciousness

• awareness/concept of self

• social cognition

• theory of mind

signalling; birdsong

tools in the lab & field

numerical competence

episodic-like memory

planning for breakfast

mirror self-recognition

detection of thieves

Animal case studies

Self-recognition Bottlenose dolphins can do it



Monkeys and jungle crows can’t What does MSR mean?

Does MSR = self-awareness?

There are a number of problems with studies 
of mirror self-recognition...

• not all chimpanzees pass (continuum?)
• no correlation between performance of 
chimps on mark test and theory of mind tasks
• dissociation between MSR and theory of 
mind in humans (e.g., children with autism 
have MSR but lack theory of mind)
• methodological problems (e.g., experience, 
motivation, species-specific motor abilities)
• ecological relevance of mirror task?

After all, crows can use mirrors... Jays have superb memories

Episodic memory: what + where + when

Example: Western scrub jays

nuts  worms        nuts  worms

4 h             124 h
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But do they plan for the future?
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Jays anticipate a future shortage

?

Episodic-like memory in the wild
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Social cognition

Theory of mind: the ability to 
attribute mental states to others 
(e.g., understanding that others 
may hold false beliefs, intending 
to deceive others)

False Belief Task



Do thieves have theory of mind? Jays respond to potential thieves

The social brain

The social brain hypothesis: 
the increasing complexity of social 
networks can lead to the evolution 
of specialized cognitive abilities, 
including the expansion of the 
cerebral cortex in the ancestors of 
humans

Summary

1. The cognitive mechanisms of non-human animals can be 
studied objectively, and a comparative, phylogenetic perspective 
can help us understand how cognitive abilities evolve.

2. Animals are capable of performing a number of tasks once 
thought unique to humans.

• Human cognition is domain-general, whereas animals are thought 
to have mainly domain-specific adaptations.

• On the other hand, some cognitive abilities of animals may in fact 
transfer across contexts. We are only beginning to appreciate how 
common this may be.

3. The ecological context and evolutionary history of selection 
for a species, as well as the motivation of individual subject 
animals, must be considered when designing tasks and 
interpreting results.


